2001 chevy venture transmission problems

So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us.
Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service,
contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Add Complaint. The contact owns a Chevrolet Venture. The contact stated that
the brake pedal extended to the floor when depressed. The vehicle was taken to a brake shop all
tune and lube and they replaced the brake pads, cylinder, and rotors. The contact also stated
that the temperature gauge would move to hot. The contact had the vehicle inspected and was
informed that the manifold gasket needed to be replaced. The vehicle was taken to an
independent mechanic and the repair was performed. The transmission was also slipping gears.
The contact had the transmission fluid flushed, but that did not correct the failure. The current
and failure mileages were 96, While on a trip the caller heard a noise and the engine overheated.
She pulled over, and saw what she thought it was lack of antifreeze. She put some anti-freeze in
engine and tried to drive, but it would not run. Had vehicle towed to dealer, and dealer said it
was transmission, and he was replacing transmissions in other vans like hers. Manufacturer
has not been contacted yet. The right rear wheel locked up after shifting the vehicle into
reverse. Vehicle was towed to a repaired shop. The cause of the problem was not determined at
this time. Search CarComplaints. Vacationing miles out of my home state, I suddenly
discovered I could not back up my vehicle -- reverse gear would not work. I shut down the
engine and restarted and drove immediately to an authorized Chevrolet dealer. A subsequent
teardown of the assembly revealed that major components were destroyed, requiring a
replacement of the entire assembly. The care had been maintained by the selling dealership at
home, according to maintenance schedules, and had only 42, miles on it. Our home dealership
told us they thought our experience was unusual but we are not so sure. Twice while driving our
Venture my wife and I had noticed the engine revving while traveling down the road. In the
second instance the check engine light came on and remained illuminated most of the day
finally going out on the drive home. We arranged an appointment at the local Chevrolet service
department, which incidentally is where the vehicle was purchased. The dealer inspected the
vehicle and reported to us that the transmission fluid was brown and smelt burnt. They also
advised that they had pulled 2 transmission codes when scanning the vehicles computer. The
dealer provided us with two remedies to repair the transmission. The first remedy was to
replace a transmission solenoid and refill the transmission with new fluid. We were advised that
this was a try it and see approach. The second remedy was to replace the factory transmission
with a remanufactured transmission. A second opinion was obtained from a local transmission
shop. The shop inspected the vehicle and reported to us that indeed the transmission fluid was
burnt, the engine codes mentioned herein were transmission related, and that there was
material built up in the transmission filter and oil pan. Due to the overall lower cost, the local
shop rebuild was selected. When the vehicle was picked up we were advised some of the
clutches were essentially gone, most likely due to the failure of a solenoid. My Chevrolet
Venture transmission has gone out with only miles. There has been alreadry some recalls on
this van. I believe this to be a factory fault. Took it to the dealership and they said there was a
crack in the condencer. On several different occasions the horn has honked while driving down
the road. When the van is in drive you let off the brake and it rolls forward and the same in
reverse, it rolls. Lurching shift while driving for about three days then suddenly when starting
out it jerked and quit moving. I had it towed to a local transmission repair facility. I called the
Chevy dealership to let them know the transmission had failed at approximately 41, miles, even
before the first transmission service was due. They asked if I had bought the extended warranty.
I replied that I had not. They said there was nothing they could do as the warranty had expired. I
emailed the Chevrolet company without any reply. Valve body cross leak. The falure is caused
by an inadaquate valve body insatlled in the automobile causing transmission failure. I have
been told by several transmission repair shops as well as the Chevy dealer that this is an
extremely common failure on all similar GMC Chevy models at or near K. To correct the failure,
an updated valve body must replace the current style on the vehicle. They actually created an
updated body because of the commonality of the problem. We have many other problems with
the van but the major problem is and still is the transmission. Nov 25, , there were miles on van
when we took it in. This time they changed out a pressure solenoid. On March 3, , we brought
the van back. Could not duplicate. We were given a rental for a couple of days. On September
15, , we brought the van back for the same reason and other reasons. Leaking in the van at the
back hatch door. Still told that they could not get the transmission to do what we stated but one
time. They said not enough to fix the problem. On October 13, , we brought the van back for the
same reason and for the driver side power seat. They could not duplicate the problem with the
transmission. We also had a oxygen sensor replaced because the engine light had come on. On
January 22, , we decided to bring the van to another dealership. Gerry lane did in fact find a

problem with the transmission. He stated that it was full of metal shavings and needed a
complete overhaul. We got the van back on January 29, On February 13, , we brought the van
back again because it still was not fixed. On February 19, , we were called by the service advisor
and told to come pick up the van. The service manager and a GM representative were handling
all our concerns. The GM customer service rep that we called on February 16, called us back on
February 24, to offer a coupon for repairs that may have to be done after the original warranty
runs out. Good for one time, up to miles or the year , whichever occurs first. Our vehicle is still
in the shop and GM refuses to do warranty work on it even though a technician has identified a
problem. Intermittent problem with transmission. Took dealership nearly 8 months to reproduce
and repair. Venture would at times not go into gear at all. The problem was caused by a
solenoid. After two trips to the dealer they finally agreed to investigate properly and resolve it.
The dealership had the Venture nearly 20 days over the course of 6 months and claimed they
could not reproduce even when the symptoms became predictable to me and I was able to
convey to them when it would occur; usually soon after starting the vehicle when the engine
was cool. Finally after leaving the vehicle with dealer over one week while on vacation they were
able to reproduce it on the day before my return. Still took them nearly 10 days to schedule
vehicle back in to diagnose and repair. Repair took over 3 days. Nearly caused a serious
accident. Only after the vehicle was repaired did I find out that there was a bulletin out regarding
this very issue that specifically listed most of the symptoms I explained to the dealership even
down the some of the same terminology. The final diagnosis on the Venture was a stripped gear
in the transmission requiring a rebuild. You'll find this familiar if you look at other postings in
this category on this site as well as many other sites on the web. Taken to two different dealers
mostly about transmission and they claim unless the check engine light comes on, they can't
do anything about it. Going to take back and have it stay there until they reproduce this week.
Beginning around 25, miles I began to experience an intermittent transmission problem where
when the car was in drive the engine would accelerate but no power was transfer to the
transmission and then the transmission would engage and the car would lurch forward. Despite
this complaint and 3 trips to the dealership at 28,, 41,, and 52, they could not replicate or fix the
problem. At 58, the transmission experienced a catastrophic failure. Additionally, I personally
know of another owner with a catastrophic transmission failure at less than 30, miles.
Premature failure of automatic transmission on chevrolet Venture minivan. If failed under speed
could cause accident as all forward and reverse power to wheels was lost. Many complaints on
web about pre-mature Chevrolet Venture transmission failures. Seems pretty early in model
year life to be publishing what is apparently a common problem showing up at repair sites.
Request recall investigation. While my vehicle was parked and turned off, my 4 year old
knocked it out of gear, come to find out that it goes from the parked status to the 1st gear
without having to have key in or push the brake petal to take it out of gear it is free flowing, and
very dangerous. I was very fortunately loading some groceries when it happened and with the
assistance of a very nice person walking by, were able to get it back into park and no injuries
accrued, I dread to think of what would have happened if one of my two young children would
have been in my position, what the outcome could have been. This has happened 4 times same
problem, 1st time van was not running popped out of gear went down the road backwards and
hit a home not much damage to either the house or the van. Not moving fast enough, the
second time moved about a foot on level ground, 3rd time running in a flat driveway no one near
drivers seat car went out of gear moved forward and hit a parked cars mirror, didn't damage the
mirror but distroyed the fender on the van. Didn't move because the emergancy brake was set.
Is being investigated by General Motors. Not what you are looking for? Search for something
else:. A very common trouble code with the Chevy Venture is the P code. It does not allude to
what that problem might be. Since it is only letting you know that something is wrong with the
EVAP system, it is almost always accompanied by, often appears with, or is related other codes,
such as: P , P , P , P , P P is normally not an immediate threat to the drive-ability of your
Venture. This means that regardless of which make or model of vehicle, the code will mean the
same thing Venture or not. The code technically stands for:. The EVAP system captures all fuel
vapors from the fuel tank and sends them to the engines intake manifold. They are then ignited
in the normal combustion process. P code will typically not be accompanied by any noticeable
symptoms other than the smell of gas and the service engine soon light. The area around the
fuel tank may smell of gas. There could also be a fuel leak. Often, this code is easily remedied
by a new gas cap. The EVAP system deals directly with fuel vapors. There are many things that
can cause the P trouble code to be triggered in your Chevy Venture. Here are the most common
problems that will throw it:. A mechanic has a wide range of instruments at his disposal to
diagnose what would be causing the P in your Chevy Venture. Here are the most common
things that are done to diagnose the code:. Of all the items listed above, it would be wise to

start with the gas cap and work your way to the fuel tank, since the gas cap is far and away the
easiest and least expensive items to replace on here. Good luck figuring out what is causing
your Chevy Venture to throw the P code. We hope this helps. If there is anything that you feel
like you could add, please feel free to leave a comment below. You could have a fuel leak. Pay
extra attention to your tank level and make sure you are not leaking fuel. P Evaporative
Emission Control System Malfunction Since it is only letting you know that something is wrong
with the EVAP system, it is almost always accompanied by, often appears with, or is related
other codes, such as: P , P , P , P , P P is normally not an immediate threat to the drive-ability of
your Venture. The code technically stands for: Evaporative Emission Control System
Malfunction The EVAP system captures all fuel vapors from the fuel tank and sends them to the
engines intake manifold. Chevy Venture P OBDII Code Symptoms The check engine light is
often the only sign P code has been triggered P code will typically not be accompanied by any
noticeable symptoms other than the smell of gas and the service engine soon light. Here are the
most common problems that will throw it: Evap System Hose â€” The hose that carries the fuel
vapor from the fuel tank to the intake manifold may leak. This will cause the P code. Look for
either a tear or hole in it. This is one of the most common issues that causes the code. Vapor
Canister Purge Valve â€” One of the most common causes of the P code is the vapor canister
purge valve. There are a few clips that you need to find and remove. Faulty Charcoal Canister
â€” The charcoal canister is often the cause of P Fuel Tank Sending Unit â€” It is possible for
the gasket that goes between the fuel sending unit to the gas tank to go bad. This can reduce
tank pressure and throw the code. Fuel Cap â€” A bad fuel cap can cause the code to be thrown
for sure. If you are getting that message, plus a P, it may save you a ton of time and money to
replace the fuel cap and see if it goes away. Fuel Filler Neck â€” There is often a gasket where
the fuel filler neck connects with the gas tank. This gasket can dry out, especially with vehicles
that spend their time in dry climates. Here are the most common things that are done to
diagnose the code: The mechanic will typically check to see if there are any other trouble codes.
The more trouble codes there are, the easier it can be to diagnose a problem. After ascertaining
what trouble codes appear with the P, the mechanic will typically inspect the EVAP system. This
includes the purge valve, line, and canister. The mechanic will inspect the gas cap to make sure
that it can handle pressure. The fuel tank pressure will be checked and monitored. After for the
checks and fixes listed above, the mechanic will perform two tests. The first is a smoke test. In
the second test they conduct, they use a scan tool to confirm that the EVAP solenoids and
valves are operating properly. Most Common P Fixes Here are the most common Venture P
fixes: Gas cap replacement EVAP line replacement Replace charcoal canister Replace the fuel
tank Of all the items listed above, it would be wise to start with the gas cap and work your way
to the fuel tank, since the gas cap is far and away the easiest and least expensive items to
replace on here. Is P a Serious Concern? Chevrolet Venture owners have reported 36 problems
related to automatic transmission under the power train category. The most recently reported
issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Chevrolet
Venture based on all problems reported for the Venture. The contact owns a Chevrolet Venture.
The contact stated that the key was in the ignition in position c when a passenger struck the
gear shift out of park and the vehicle began rolling independently. The vehicle crashed into a
tree and there was a small dent on the vehicle. There were no injuries and the police were not
dispatched. The vehicle was neither inspected nor repaired and the manufacturer was not
notified. The current and failure mileage was approximately 96, See all problems of the
Chevrolet Venture. Purchased a vehicle on Service engine light came on two days later. I took it
to the dealership approx. Two days after that. They advised me that I must have left the gas cap
opened. They checked the vehicle and stated they saw nothing wrong. The transmission was
then whining. It got louder I took it back they put a quart of transmission fuel. Today I took it
back to them where they had to put another quart of transmission fuel in and the mechanic
advised me that the transmission was gone and that the 6, mile warranty they gave me was
used. I feel like I have been con until warranty was up. Not only that I advised them that I had
been complaining about this issued. To come to fine out, the previous mechanic was no longer
there and had not documented anything. The original management was not there either. I felt
like I have been scammed. I am a single parent with two children of my own and two children
that I have been raising for two years. I asked them for a reliable vehicle and they insured me
that it was. After 5 months it failed me. Nobody wants to listen to me. Now I am being asked to
put out for a transmission. Please further investigate this situation. While attemtping to shift the
gear into drive, it failed to operate normally. There were no prior warning signs. The current and
failure mileages were , The vehicle is a Chevrolet Venture. When accelerating from a stop the
vehicle severly jerks. The transmission fliud and filter have been replaced with no change in the
condition. This condition started around 65, miles. The transmission in my wife's Chevrolet

Venture failed with 57, miles on it. The transmission was repaired, and we retained the failed
parts and inspected them. The cogs in the gear appeared to have snapped off. There was no
advance warning of the failure. My wife just placed the gear shift lever in drive and the vehicle
would not move. On April 27, Chevrolet Venture was involved in an accident involving another
car when our four year old son was somehow able to put the car in neutral when the car was off.
We have been able to determine through trial that this can be done at any stage of the vehicles
operation whether it is off or most dangerously even if the engine is running. I have tried to fill
out the rest of this form to the best of my knowledge. The vehicle was not included in the recall
due to the VIN. While driving at 50 mph, going on i north in NJ about pm about to exit 2a, the
car's engine sounded like a strong revving, and lost all power, furthermore it lost all gear, while
parked on the side of the road, tried to reverse and change gears d 3 2 1 and it will not move to
either direction, the transmission was blown out. Transmission on chevy Venture van needed
replacement. The van is not even 5 years old and is under 60, miles. We also had to have
cracked gaskets repaired about 6 months ago. I have heard of a number of people having
difficulties with their similar vehicals. The right rear wheel locked up after shifting the vehicle
into reverse. Vehicle was towed to a repaired shop. The cause of the problem was not
determined at this time. Consumer complained that vehicle rolled on a slight incline. Dealer
inspected the vehicle, and informed the consumer that nothing could be found wrong, and that
was the normal characteristic of the vehicle. My Chevrolet Venture transmission has gone out
with only miles. There has been alreadry some recalls on this van. I believe this to be a factory
fault. Transmission experienced some slipping and showed an code on the computer. Fourth
gear was stripped. This vehicle has been rolling back on hills since I bought it. Have had brake
problems, the vcr replaced, the power side door looked at and told it has been fixed. Y biggest
complaint is while driving to work, stopped at a stop light. My van rolled backwards when I took
off the brake to go to the gas pedal. My whole transmission system stopped working. The
vehicle had to be towed and while in the shop they found the intake manafold to be defective.
Luckily I bought the extended warrenty. I could go on about the problems with this vehicle.
Problems with malfunctioning drive train and or transmission. The consumer released the brake
and attempted to place his foot on the gas and the van rolled backwards. This occurred on two
different occasions, one of which the vehicle almost struck the consumers four year old child.
On two occasions, while vehicle is on drive, it rolled backwards. Repairs where also made on
brakes, and sliding door. My van was driving in the cold snow on an early morning. After driving
about 40 miles very slowly, my transmission ceased. When I pulled to the stop light and applied
the brakes, the vehicle did not move after that. Prior to this happening I had had the vehicle into
the dealer with intermittent concerns with going into reverse. Eventually the vehicle would go
into reverse, but it would hop into gear. While my vehicle was parked and turned off, my 4 year
old knocked it out of gear, come to find out that it goes from the parked status to the 1st gear
without having to have key in or push the brake petal to take it out of gear it is free flowing, and
very dangerous. I was very fortunately loading some groceries when it happened and with the
assistance of a very nice person walking by, were able to get it back into park and no injuries
accrued, I dread to think of what would have happened if one of my two young children would
have been in my position, what the outcome could have been. The transmission went into
neutral without warning and the wipers malfunctioned. This has happened 4 times same
problem, 1st time van was not running popped out of gear went down the road backwards and
hit a home not much damage to either the house or the van. Not moving fast enough, the
second time moved about a foot on level ground , 3rd time running in a flat driveway no one
near drivers seat car went out of gear moved forward and hit a parked cars mirror, didn't
damage the mirror but distroyed the fender on the van. Didn't move because the emergancy
brake was set. Is being investigated by general motors. While transmission is on drive and
going up a hill could take off foot from brakes to accelerator and vehicle will roll backward. But
the same motion had happened when driving down a hill will roll foward when trying to reverse.
Dealer was contacted, please provide more information. Once vehicle has been on the highway
for a couple of miles on the way to dealership for service tech. To ride with to diagnose problem
shifting is smooth again. Vehicle will roll backwards while in drive on most inclines, and it will
roll forward while in reverse, consumer was told that all vehicles do this and it is completely
normal. If vehicle is shifted into reverse, while on a slope or incline, would go forward first and
then reverse. Have taken to dealership, and informed by mechanic it was characteristic of
vehicle. My wife and I noticed a delayed response when accelerator was pushed while already at
speed. My wife also said that the engine sounded different than in the past. We took vehicle to
dealership and they inspected the transmission. There are metal shavings throughout the
transmission - it needs to be replaced. We do not understand how a vehicle that has received
regular maintainance can have a transmission go bad at only 50k miles. We have had nothing

but problems with our "lemon" and we have received no response from Chevrolet on our
concerns. The van was in the shop at landmark when we first got it for its brakes, lights and
battery, it also was at land mark when the battery went out and was not told than that the sensor
did not get told the sensor was bad till after a few weeks the light for service came on and it was
taken to tuneup master for a tune up and was told that the light for the sensor had been reset
for the sensor should have been replaced gm has a recall on this make of van but because my
va does not fall into the time they where made they would not help with the trans. Repair, nor
will they help with the brakes. The van will suddenly roll backwards while in gear when stopped
on an incline- even a slight incline. Recently, this almost caused me to have an accident as my
van almost rolled into the car behind me. This problem has occured many times, but it does not
ocur every time I am stopped on a hill incline. When it occurs, the van rolls back very fast, not
gradually. He aslo said that he has had several people come in and complain about the same
problem. I believe it is a design defect. When removing foot from the brake pedal to accelerate
on an incline vehicle rolls backwards. The only way to control vehicle is to place left foot on the
brake pedal and accelerate with the right foot. Problem was reported to Chevrolet's customer
service. This is an annoyance problem with the transmition. On highway inclines at 40 to 60
mph in 3rd gear there is a constant bucking of the van. This was reported to, and noted by the
dealer but he would never do anything about it. Another dealer says it is the tourque converter
but is now out of warranty. I would still like this defect fixed. When making a right or left turn,
the transmission would hesitate and then shift real hard, causing quite a bit of difference in
speed, consumer took vehicle to dealership and was informed that the transmission valve was
defective. There was a problem with the vehicles transmission. The vehicle was taken to the
dealer at least six times while under warranty. The dealer stated that nothing was wrong and
made no record of checking the vehicle. Currently the vehicle is out of warranty and the
transmission is still having problems. Consumer noticed when accelerating and changing gears
vehicle jumped due to body valve. Vehicle was serviced. Car Problems. Automatic Transmission
problem of the Chevrolet Venture 1. Automatic Transmission problem of the Chevrolet Venture
2. Automatic Transmission problem of the Chevrolet Venture 3. Automatic Transmission
problem of the Chevrolet Venture 4. Automatic Transmission problem of the Chevrolet Venture
5. Automatic Transmission problem of the Chevrolet Venture 6. Automatic Transmission
problem of the Chevrolet Venture 7. Automatic Transmission problem of the Chevrolet Venture
8. Automatic Transmission problem of the Chevrolet Venture 9. Automatic Transmission
problem of the Chevrolet Venture Transmission Failure problems. Power Train problems.
Automatic Transmission Control Module problems. Transmission Solenoid problems. Axle
Assembly problems. Automatic Transmission Gear Indicator problems. Transmission Gear
Slipping problems. Power Train Driveline problems. Six problems related to automatic
transmission have been reported for the Chevrolet Venture. The most recently reported issues
are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of the Chevrolet
Venture based on all problems reported for the Venture. The right rear wheel locked up after
shifting the vehicle into reverse. Vehicle was towed to a repaired shop. The cause of the
problem was not determined at this time. My Chevrolet Venture transmission has gone out with
only miles. There has been alreadry some recalls on this van. I believe this to be a factory fault.
This vehicle has been rolling back on hills since I bought it. Have had brake problems, the vcr
replaced, the power side door looked at and told it has been fixed. Y biggest complaint is while
driving to work, stopped at a stop light. My van rolled backwards when I took off the brake to go
to the gas pedal. My whole transmission system stopped working. The vehicle had to be towed
and while in the shop they found the intake manafold to be defective. Luckily I bought the
extended warrenty. I could go on about the problems with this vehicle. While my vehicle was
parked and turned off, my 4 year old knocked it out of gear, come to find out that it goes from
the parked status to the 1st gear without having to have key in or push the brake petal to take it
out of gear it is free flowing, and very dangerous. I was very fortunately loading some groceries
when it happened and with the assistance of a very nice person walking by, were able to get it
back into park and no injuries accrued, I dread to think of what would have happened if one of
my two young children would have been in my position, what the outcome could have been.
This has happened 4 times same problem, 1st time van was not running popped out of gear
went down the road backwards and hit a home not much damage to either the house or the van.
Not moving fast enough, the second time moved about a foot on level ground , 3rd time running
in a flat driveway no one near drivers seat car went out of gear moved forward and hit a parked
cars mirror, didn't damage the mirror but distroyed the fender on the van. Didn't move because
the emergancy brake was set. Is being investigated by general motors. While transmission is on
drive and going up a hill could take off foot from brakes to accelerator and vehicle will roll
backward. But the same motion had happened when driving down a hill will roll foward when

trying to reverse. Dealer was contacted, please provide more information. Car Problems.
Automatic Transmission problem 1. Automatic Transmission problem 2. Automatic
Transmission problem 3. Automatic Transmission problem 4. Automatic Transmission problem
5. Automatic Transmission problem 6. Other Power Train related problems of the Chevrolet
Venture. Automatic Transmission problems 6. Transmission Failure problems. Transmission
Solenoid problems. Transmission Not Go Into Gear problems. Automatic Transmission Control
Module problems. Transmission Noise problems. Transmission Gear Slipping problems. Power
Train problems. Axle Assembly problems. Transmission Fluid Leaking problems. Axle Shaft
Seal problems. It stands for:. P is certainly a cause for concern, and can be a threat to the
drivability the Chevy Venture. It will often be accompanied by codes PP These particular codes
also indicate that there is a misfire detected, but they specify the cylinder it is taking place in. If
you have P and one of these other codes, the cylinder indicated by these cylinder specific
codes would be where to start looking for your problem. P is a general and random misfire
code, which means that the code is not going to tell you which cylinder is causing the misfire.
Something is causing cylinders to misfire at random, which is a lot less cut and dry than a
cylinder specific misfire code. There are quite a few things that can cause the P trouble code to
trigger in the Chevy Venture. Here are the most common problems that will throw the code.
They are presented somewhat in order from most to least likely to be causing the code:. A lot of
the time, P is going to be fixed by something obvious, such as an EGR leak. P is cause for
concern and left unfixed can get worse. Fixing the problem causing the code to fire can save
you time and money and keep your Chevy from breaking down. It stands for: P is certainly a
cause for concern, and can be a threat to the drivability the Chevy Venture. Chevy Venture P
Definition P is a general and random misfire code, which means that the code is not going to tell
you which cylinder is causing the misfire. The vehicle itself may begin to run rough. It depends
on how serious the misfire is. Diagnosing low fuel pressure can be tricky. Popular Mechanics :
How to find a vacuum leak. Ignition Problems â€” Bad plug wires if equipped , bad coil packs,
and spark plugs can cause misfires to occur. If you got a P or something similar with the P, it
may be a good idea to check and see if there is any damage or failure from your ignition
components. Cam or Crank Sensors â€” This one is very unlikely, but it does happen. Low
Compression â€” If you have a leaking head gasket, bent valve, cracked head, etc.. You should
also feel the vehicle is down on power as well. Replacing the spark plugs, coil packs, and plug
wires is not typically difficult or costly. Is P a Serious Concern? Models also known as Trim
Levels, are used to identify a vehicle's level of equipment or special features. I have only had
this vehicle about four years and it has not given me a lot of problems. The floor board is
rusting badly and this does concern me greatly. In addition, the heating system is giving me I
like the fuel economy, I like the feel when driving and how it handles on the road, I like the
interior of the vehicle it is comfortable. Love the way it drives and handles on the road and is
easy to load and unload my mobility scooter. Pretty good on gas mileage also too. The Venture
is a good all-purpose family vehicle. The seats come out easily making it easy to haul things. It
is fairly comfortable. My main complaint it the weird way the engine is arranged. It's good
transportation for a family with more than just 2 people. The seats are easy to fold down to
make more room. I like how dependable the van is overall. The gas gage is wonky, but it
certainly can haul when I need it to. I like my van. It is the right size and utility for my needs.
What I dislike is that it has gotten old and worn out and I cannot replace it. Needs service
constantly always breaking down. Transmission went out valve cover gasket. Burns too much
gas. I have to spend money every summer every fall every winter. Not sure what you Have to
replace the muffler and brakes once a year. Electrical issues. Cannot use the drivers side door.
Other than that we keep good tires on it and it plunges through the snow like a champ. We have
Even with proper maintenance, I have experienced overheating of the engine, fuse shortages
causing the radio not to work. The side door has also had issues I've had to fix it way too many
times. I've put about that same amount into upkeep, and I hardly ever drive. I drive about 1,
miles per year. It's a family van, but it's old and used. Many things don't work well, such as the
electric wiring lights. The battery dies too easily too. I like that it has the travel display in it,
showing gallons used, mileage, temperature, ect. Its too old. Things keep going wrong with it
and it is not very good on gas. Has plenty of room though. Its big and has room for my two car
seats, but I got it used. And if the previous owner doesn't tell you, you'll hear this weird sound
every time you start. Not sure what you want me to say. The car is not reliable. The side door
has also had issues opening. The back tail lights have also experienced shorts. Very clean.
Independent heat and cool controls in rear passenger seating. Power windows, power door
locks. Reclining front seats. Power driver's seat. Second row fold down useable 'tabletop' ,
bucket seats each with 2 cup holders. Pocket storage on the back of the front seats. Fold down
rear bench seat. Lots of room! Hatch door on back. Front door hard pockets. Pull out two cup

holder in front. Regular sized water bottles will fall out. Cloth interior, very comfy seating.
Luggage rack. Flip out glide door windows. Driver can open far rear windows with a power
button. Digital direction and temperature display. Two trip meters and oil change tracker. Also
digital avg mph, fuel used in gallons , and more. It's a good one and I'm still driving it. I don't
drive far but I do drive a lot. It gets better than expected mpg with all the comfort. VCR player
and small screen keeps the What's the Chevy Venture gas tank size? Answers are provided by
third parties. We do not guarantee accuracy of responses. Change Year. Used Fair Market
Range Zip. MPG up to. Source FuelEconomy. Overview See below. Owner Reviews. For Sale
Near Me. Exterior Photos. Interior Photos. Color Photos. Select an Exterior Color. Bright White.
Silver Mist. Dark Sapphire. Dark Teal. Smoky Caramel. Carmine Red. Chevrolet Venture Models
Models also known as Trim Levels, are used to identify a vehicle's level of equipment or special
features. Value 1SV Pkg. View Details. Fleet 1SA Pkg. Plus Y3H Mobility Pkg. Top Positive
Owner Reviews. A old woman with an old car both run along Read More. Well made and runs
well with little repair The venture is a great family vehicle, Good on gas mileage and love the
way it This vehicle is a pain to work on but a Its dependable, comfortable, and drives It isn't very
pretty to look at, but it It is comfortable and has served me well for Top Negative Owner
Reviews. Raggedy van broken down van. It fits all the people I need to transport. If you ever get
one, be sure to coat the Don't ever buy this model , and buy newer Is was poorly designed, and
you can't find a Has plenty of room for kids and groceries. It's a good car, and holds everyone I
need Joyce R wrote on August 25, Mendy H wrote on September 19, Eva B wrote on September
19, See All Reviews Owner Reviews For Problems. Owner Reviews For Reliability. Owner
Reviews For Fuel Economy. Comfortable transportation for the whole Combined MPG: Owner's
Choice. Road Test Video Reviews. Frequently Asked Questions. Answer: The Chevy Venture
gas tank size is 20 to 25 gallons. Car parts eventually will become ineffective. The fuel filter
needs to be replaced every 30, miles. If it doesn't, You will come across issues with See all
Frequently Asked Questions. Moderate Overlap Front. See all Safety Features. Browse By
Category. Small Cars. The wipers stopped working, they want to move but the arms won't go
more than an inch. The moter is working and you can see and hear that but the guy who looked
at this said it's the wiper transmission. How can I fix this myself. Where can I find a manual to
fix this part? Do you. If you catch it quickly you wont have to replace anything. If you open the
hood you will see a black plastic cowl on passengers side of engine compartment. Its held
down by little clips. Pull off the plastic cowl by lifting straight up. You will then see the wiper
transmission assembly. In the middle you will see a torx bolt. This bolt is loose thats why its not
working. Tighten the hell out of it and hope for the best. If you have been running the motor for
a long time while it was slipping you could have worn out transmission threads. Try tightening
bolt and let us know. Was this answer. I have just tightened the bolt in the gold part of the wiper
transmission. Still doesn't work. Now there is a small black cap on top of the transmission does
that also require a bolt in it? If this needs to be replaced is it hard to do? How would I do it?
Please login or register to post a reply. Or Are They Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's
Free! Needs service constantly always breaking down. Transmission went out valve cover
gasket. Burns too much gas. I have to spend money every summer every fall every winter. Not
sure what you want me to say. The car is not reliable. Even with proper maintenance, I have
experienced overheating of the engine, fuse shortages causing the radio not to work. The side
door has also had issues opening. The back tail lights have also experienced shorts. Very clean.
Independent heat and cool controls in rear passenger seating. Power windows, power door
locks. Reclining front seats. Power driver's seat. Second row fold down useable 'tabletop' ,
bucket seats each with 2 cup holders. Pocket storage on the back of the front seats. Fold down
rear bench seat. Lots of room! Hatch door on back. Front door hard pockets. Pull out two cup
holder in front. Regular sized water bottles will fall out. Cloth interior, very comfy seating.
Luggage rack. Flip out glide door windows. Driver can open far rear windows with a power
button. Digital direction and temperature display. Two trip meters and oil change tracker. Also
digital avg mph, fuel used in gallons , and more. It's a good one and I'm still driving it. I don't
drive far but I do drive a lot. Have to replace the muffler and brakes once a year. Electrical
issues. Cannot use the drivers side door. Other than that we keep good tires on it and it plunges
through the snow like a champ. We have had this vehicle now for about 8 years and it
comfortably fits eight full size adults. It gets better than expected MPG with all the comfort. VCR
player and small screen keeps the kids happy on longer trips, 4 out of 5. It's good transportation
for a family with more than just 2 people. The seats are easy to fold down to make more room.
It's an overall great driving van overall the only problems or overheating of the engine and
blowing head gaskets. Bought the car used so I don't know what it was like coming straight
from the manufacturer. Gas gauge no longer works so you cannot tell when it is low on fuel.
Seats do not fold up properly some of them. I wish that it had seats that could be folded down

into the floor. I really do not like the seating arrangement 3 in the middle, 2 in the back as it
makes it difficult and time consuming to have to fold seats to allow passengers into the back,
not fun in the rain. The wiper blades are a pain to change, because you can't pull the arms out
too far. To access the battery, you have to completely unhook the engine fuse box. Its big and
has room for my two car seats, but I got it used. And if the previous owner doesn't tell you,
you'll hear this weird sound every time you start. I have only had this vehicle about four years
and it has not given me a lot of problems. The floor board is rusting badly and this does
concern me greatly. In addition, the heating system is giving me so problems. Other than a few
maintenance issues I am rolling along quite nicely. It's roomy. It's economical. It's comfortable.
It has arm-rests, and support handles on the ceiling. Plenty of room for luggage and the
captains chairs in the back are more comfortable for passengers. Love being able to adjust the
seats. I wish it had lumbar-support though. It's a dependable vehicle that a family can be safe in.
I love it. There is plenty of room for kids and groceries. It has some electric issues and most of
them do with the back side doors. Love the way it drives and handles on the road and is easy to
load and unload my mobility scooter. Pretty good on gas mileage also too. It gets fairly good
gas mileage. It is a soccer mom type of vehicle. It drives well, does not hydroplane. I like the fuel
economy, I like the feel when driving and how it handles on the road, I like the interior of the
vehicle it is comfortable. I like my van. It is the right size and utility for my needs. What I dislike
is that it has gotten old and worn out and I cannot replace it. Its too old. Things keep going
wrong with it and it is not very good on gas. Has plenty of room though. I like that it has the
travel display in it, showing gallons used, mileage, temperature, ect. I like how dependable the
van is overall. The gas gage is wonky, but it certainly can haul when I need it to. The Venture is
a good all-purpose family vehicle. The seats come out easily making it easy to haul things. It is
fairly comfortable. My main complaint it the weird way the engine is arranged. It is hard to get to
the battery. Has worked well for years and is large enough for all I need to transport. This
vehicle was reliable while it worked. However it's problems are not ones you can fix on your
own due to poor engine design. Even the battery is placed under other parts. It's a family van,
but it's old and used. Many things don't work well, such as the electric wiring lights. The battery
dies too easily too. Change Year. Owner Reviews See below. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews.
Filter by: Rating. Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy Reviews. Interior Reviews. Problems
Reviews. Reliability Reviews. Value 1SV Pkg. Fleet 1SA Pkg. Plus 1SB Pkg. Plus Y3H Mobility
Pkg. LS 1SC Pkg. Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest
Rating. Joyce R wrote on August 25, Mendy H wrote on September 19, Eva B wrote on
September 19, Diane G wrote on July 15, Krystal B wrote on November 22, Anthony M wrote on
November 22, Joy M wrote on November 22, Makayla F wrote on November 22, Mo L wrote on
November 22, Judy S wrote on November 22, Janet S wrote on October 23, Wendy B wrote on
October 23, Danielle R wrote on October 23, Roberta A wrote on October 23, Jason B wrote on
October 23, Steven M wrote on October 23, Mary B wrote on October 23, Carla F wrote on
October 23, Kathleen L wrote on October 23, AMY W wrote on October 23, Mari C wrote on
October 23, Andrew B wrote on October 23, James S wrote on October 23, Continue to
Overview. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons!
I'm getting a low toned winding down noise when slowing to a stop. Occasionally I will get a
bump before the van gets moving from a stop. Haven't noticed a pattern to it's exhibiting these
signs. It hasK miles and 24K from the last transmission service fluids. Another ques. My owners
manual is MIA, from something I read elsewhere, can't find it, there is a special procedure to
checking the transmission fluid. Can someone tell me what it is? Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or
Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:.
What Edmunds Says Pros. November No, I never did. The jerky shifting seems to come and go
whenever it pleases. I have noticed that it is most notable when it is hotter outside. No idea. The
Lucasoil treatment seems to have made an improvement although it does not solve the issue
completely. I have just learned to live with it. I hardly notice it when driving anymore even
though it still happens. The trasmission shop went through 4 transmissions, the last a new
factory transmission, the main computer, new transmission cooler, etc. In the end they were still
wanting me to keep it so they could figure it out. It was costing us both too much money so put
a halt to it and traded it in. It was a money pit for me and them. I'm glad I got rid of it. If you do
decide to bring your car to the dealership and would like Customer Assistance to help you work
with you and your dealership towards a resolution, please email Christina via the email provided
on the forum with your name and contact information, VIN, and the name of your involved
dealership. Sarah we just found out that our Chevy Venture with only 75, miles on it has a
slipping transmission. Is that normal for those low miles? We had an extended warranty on the
vehicle that we purchase when we bought it used in was a really great warrant that took us up to
Nov of last year - I think. Any chance of getting some help with that transmission? I've also

noticed many times of the past year that the transmission will buck when shifting at about 30 to
40 MPH. I love my van and do not want to give it up at this point paid off and low miles. Thanks
for your help. Laurie Grimm newport Vermont. We would be more than willing to look into this
for you, but I cannot make any guarantees up front. I have a Chevy Venture. It was leaking what I
thought was oil for a while, turned out to be leaking transmission fluid from the transmission
cooling line. Off and on for about 5 months it would not go from "park" into a gear right away.
Now it is doing it most of the time. Yesterday we changed the cooling line and the trans fluid
read "full" even though a lot came out when we changed it. I drove it last night and it was fine.
Today same issue, taking almost 5 minutes to "jerk" into gear. When I am driving it, it seems
fine and shifts fine. It is only when it is sitting for a spell. I am trying the "do it yourself" options
before I sink a lot of money into it. Any suggestions on what to try next? December It is a
selinoid in the transmission. Have put another 30K miles on it with no problem. January Let me
know how I can get into contact with you. Thanks Brian. February We have a Chevrolet Venture
LT that we've owned since new. The car has 90K miles on it and has never been in any
accidents. The car has been well maintained by the dealer including their recommended
transmission flush service every 30K miles. The transmission has been working fine with
absolutely no whines, harsh shifts, or anythings. All of a sudden last week, while my wife was
accelerating up our driveway, the transmission just lost all gears and seemed to be in neutral It
does shift in and out of park ok, and reverse gears seems to work. Only forward gears are gone.
No trouble lights or check engine light every comes on with the transmission not working. Has
anyone had this occur where the transmission goes from working OK to suddenly needing to be
repaired with no indication of trouble? March Don't do anything until you contact GM. I'm
having trouble with my with 80, miles and am trying to work with them to have it repaired. The
more they know these vans and the transmissions issue the more likely it is we will all benefit.
August Did you find out anything from GM? I have a 02 venture with transmission problems.
August edited August Although possible, a failing transmission will often give warning signs.
Ours started downshifting hard and making clunk sounds when doing so. When that happened,
I pulled the dipstick and noticed black fluid and the burnt smell. It then went to the dealer and
was diagnosed as transmission failure. Ours is the Olds Silo version with the same tranny and
was purchased new in Sept. Tranny failure occurred Sept. All repairs were covered under
warranty. So far so good at 11 years and K miles on odometer. I changed the tranny fluid and
filter myself at app. There is no reason for a properly built, maintained, and normally used
automatic transmission to fail before K miles of use. October Hello, That sounds a bit fishy to
me. I say that because I have a Chevrolet Venture and it has over , miles on it and the
transmission has never stopped working. I have been having problems with the shifting and it
needs a TCC Solenoid, other than that it's still going. I know I will need one after awhile. If you
have been maintaining transmission flushes and you only have 90, miles on it, I don't see how
all of a sudden you need a new transmission and a offer to buy a new vehicle. Doesn't sound
right at all! My Chevy venture has K miles. Until recently is was fine as far as the trans goes.
Now it works for about yards, the trans whines, and I'm without thrust. Before I go down the
money hole, what happened to my trans? April September I have a Venture, and only recently
started experiencing this same slipping transmission and noisy clunking gear shifts, with a high
whine for the engine. I noted that this seemed to occur mostly after having to accelerate out of a
turn Hwy on ramp, accelerate into traffic from corner turn, etc. Stopping the car for a few
minutes and turning ignition off seemed to reset the issue until it started to recur. This means
that the compressor is being activated. So lately I've been trying to see if the problem recurs
when I intentionally don't engage the compressor front window defrost or air conditioner. So
far, so good. At least that may resolve symptoms for why it occurs, but not yet how to fix it.
Sign In or Register to comment. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click
one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds
How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. August in
Chevrolet. I checked the transmission filters if the venture and the impala have the same ones
and they do so does anybody know if the venture and the impala transmissions are the same?
June I have a venture. Every few weeks or so out of nowhere the auto transmission make a
distinct winning sound that lasts a few hours to one day max. During this period every shift is
very hard, the van bangs with every shift no matter how slow or fast I approach each shift. New
transmission fluid and filter make no difference. It always goes away before I can get it test
driven by a mechanic. Van has , mi on it now been duing this for the last 40, mi at least. I too
have a venture with 60,mi. My trans out of the blue kind of bucks between shifts. It only does it
once in awhile under any condition. I think I may have heard that whining sound from time to
time, but very faint. Good luck. I have been able to narrow down this problem to what I believe
to be hot transmission fluid. The problem has been getting worse and I went to the hand car

wash and using the high pressure I blasted the bugs and junk out of my radiator which part is
used for cooling the transmission fluid. I have not had the problem since but have not been
driving hard yet. The fluid is new only about 10, mi or less. July I have the same exact problem,
seems like it will not start doing it until you stop after driving for awhile and take off again, it
starts whining and shifts hard, if I shut it off for a few minutes it will run fine, until it runs for a
few miles then it starts again I've noticed it does it in warmer weather also I've had the tranny
flushed Think I will give the radiator fins a good cleaning as posted before and see what
happens Any other suggestions would be greatly appreciated!!!! I have about miles left on my
extended warranty. So I took the car to the dealer to see if they could figure out why the
transmission does what it does. They tested it out and said it was the pressure switch in the
transmission. The warranty covered it so it was replaced a couple of weeks ago. Took it on a
test drive up in the mountains and so far everything works great. I guess the hot transmission
fluid just made things worse but was not the problem. New transmission fluid did help some but
did not fix the problem. Thanks russ21, I figured it would be something internal, mine of course
is out of warranty but right now it's my wifes only means of transportation until I get out from
under Chapter 13 Bankruptcy Guess I'll makes some calls, would it be better to let the GM
service dept. I'm thinking GM I would expect a transmission expert to be more efficient and
lower cost? Good Luck. I too have the same problem and I will try to clean out the radiator.
Does anyone know what sensor is failing and is it costly to fix yourself? You will need to get it
checked out by either a dealer or a transmission expert. The part that caused this problem with
my van was the transmission pressure switch that controls the transmission shifting. Did not
get a quote from a transmission expert company. Either way I would get it troubleshot and
quoted on paper. August My trans would shift hard and the check engine light would come on
periodically. Later had battery wearing down. Took to dealer to change battery since not real
easy and they found a wire shorting. Afterward, trans worked perfectly. Let me start by saying
I'm only a mechanic of the "shade-tree" variety. I've read that its a failure of the "transaxle
pressure control solenoid" or PCS. It says on the label that its good as preventative
maintenance and I put it in my Saturn even though I had no issues with it. Thinking I had
nothing to lose, I put it in the Venture. For about 1 week the problem got much worse. Then it
went away Don't know why You may want to give it a shot November Morning all. My husband
came back with my van, and the back window was covered in tranny fluid. He looks under the
van, and there is a HUGE puddle He has worked as a mechanic in the past, so he and a friend
took the tranny out last night poor guy got back at 2am He says it looks like there was a
"bubble" or what have you in the metal to the case, and it finally gave through we're close to ,
miles. I'm just curious if anyone else has had an issue with corrosion, etc. December Same
exact thing here. My car started this back in the early fall when temps were still warm. Then it
turned cold and it quit for awhile but as I drive distances longer than 20 mins, it starts up again.
We thought it was all due to low tire pressure. I have my 2 right tires leaking and consistently
low. It seemed as we fill them the problems go away. Then the car started doing it even when
the tires were full so we knew. Had it in to a dealer who said they couldn't find anything wrong
with the transmission. Fluids were fine etc. Took it to another dealer, they couldn't duplicate
either but left me an open ticket to bring it in immediately when it does it. I did and before the
service manager left the lot, he could hear it and luckily got the check engine light when he left
the lot which put in the code that there was a transmission error and a rear sensor o2 error.
They couldn't find the rear sensor error but did find that there was a pressure control issue.
We'll see if this fixes it. My van is a with 95, miles on it. I will update later when I actually have
the car a bit to see if it's fixed. January I have what appears to be a transmission fluid leak,
however, the fluid level seems to be stable. When my van was shifting, it would do a 'thunk'
sound as it geared up, but that was only once in a while. Now that 'thunk' seems to have ended
and the shifting is pretty smooth. I'm wondering if perhaps there is another red fluid used aside
from tranny fluid as I cannot seem to find where the leak is coming from exactly. Thanks, t.
That's exactly how mine started originally. Then all of a sudden it quit leaking and they tell me I
have a trans leak. A month passes by before I put it in to get the trans fluid leak fixed, and they
then tell me there is no leak. Go figure! Am I being taken or is it all just part of the process, the
come and go of the leak, the come and go of the thunk. A couple months pass and the above
start happening post16 and well that post tells you the rest. I'm having no problems since it was
fixed. Actually, turns out it was a coolant leak. The rad cap is shot. The coolant the last shop put
in is actually about the same colour as tranny fluid. New cap, rad flush and few other odds and
ends and it should be good to go. Doesn't say much about the shop I took it to as I had a
coolant flush there a few weeks ago. Guess they lost my business. I have a Venture. Just
recently while driving at around 50mph and up it will start to jerk really hard every couple of
seconds and hesite. If I push the acellerator it feels like it isn't getting any fuel. Just hesitates

and jerks. If I slow down to below 50mph or so it will be fine. Also it doesn't do this while driving
in the city. Only at higher speeds on the freeway. Anyone with an answer to this problem?
Thanks in advance Corey. This one is hard to diagnose over the internet I've never experienced
anything like this on our Venture Is your check engine light on? Do you have access to a code
scanner, if so you may be throwing a code that doesn't make the light come on many trans
codes are like that But I'm not sure its a trans problem, sounds like an ignition or fuel problem
to me. Maybe a coil pack getting ready to poop out? Or possibly an injector dying? The PCM is
probably storing information when this is happening which only a scanner could read. So I had
my OBD codes pulled today and a total of 3 came up. They are P - Oil pressure switch circuit p Theft system fuel enable P - Max adapter long shift. The mechanic pulled one of the plugs and
we discovered that they are the original plugs. Quite worn out. I am going to change the plugs
and wires this weekend to see what that does. I still don't know how the plugs or wires would
only cause a problem on the highway and cause my lights to dim. Anyone with more
suggestions? My ears are open. P is probably a broken wire or bad connection in the oil
pressure circuit. The sensor is located next to the oil filter If this was your problem, the van
would start, run for 2 sec. I wouldn't worry about this one P - the long shift code is typically set
when your pressure control solenoid is going bad in your transmission. You don't mention
either so I'm guessing its not your problem. It may be as a result of your actual problem. I don't
think any of these 3 are indicative of what's going on. Without driving it I'm still thinking fuel or
ignition issue. Change your plugs and wires like you said you were going to do and also change
your fuel filter. Be prepared to let out a string of expletives as you try to get to the rear plugs
Also make sure that the terminals on the coils are squeaky clean when you replace the wires
and coat them lightly with dielectric grease before you put on the new wires, you'll have to
remove them to get to the rear lugs anyway so its a good time to check them out - if you've got
a multimeter, check the resistance between the two towers on each towers meaning where the
wires connect to the resistance should be ohms - if its above or below, you've got a bad ignition
coil Hopefully you'll get rid of your problem Thanks for the info. Your post has been the most
informative one that I have recieved on a number of forums that I have posted on. Thanks again
abd I will re-post after I change the components. April You sound like you have dealt with these
issues before, or are at least competent. My just started the thunking shift and the wind up
"gear" noise as I drive. I would like to find acompetent shop in Cincinnati for transmission
issues. My van has 58k on it and has never towed. I have noticed it is getting worse as it gets
warmer. Any ideas? I am not a mechanic unless there's a shade tree and some beer around That
being said, couple of suggestions - -Chances are, the pressure control solenoid inside your
trans is failing causing the bumping shifts and whining noises. Try this NOTE: it will get worse
for the week or so right after you do it and you will say "I can't believe that I listened to that guy
on the internet!!!! That was 2 years ago, haven't had to worry about it since and my mechanic
told me I needed a new transmission when it first started happening 3 years ago Worst case
Where does one add the Lucas Transmission Fix? Why add only a HALF bottle of it? Are there
any risks to using this product? I don't know if the trans in the Venture qualifies as small. You
may want to contact Lucas directly for more info I'm not promoting their product I just tried an
experiment when I had nothing to lose and by chance it worked My own Venture started whining
last night after a high speed mile run on the PA Turnpike through the mountains and flat old I
West to central Ohio. Temps were around 28 degrees F. It was fine on the trip until I got 5 miles
from home and this noise began that sounded like running on under-inflated tires. I'm going to
have it checked but this transmission pressure or "transaxle pressure control solenoid" seems
the likely culprit from what I've read here. Your diagnosis is likely correct but try this: 1. Get a
can of mass air flow sensor cleaner and follow the directions to clean the MAF. Change your air
filter. While the solenoid is likely your problem, occasionally the MAF will get dirty and that
combined with an air filter that has a little dirt in it will cause the PCM to get some wacky info
from the MAF sensor causing it to shift with a bump and whine. My whine noise is constant as I
roll, even if I put the car in neutral and coast with the engine on - of course. What is mass air
flow sensor cleaner and where would I spray it? I am not a motor head but I can follow simple
instructions. The MAF is located between the air filter and the engine intake. Its the square
looking thing with a wire connected to it and a short length of hose on either side of it. There's
also an arrow on it to tell you which way the air should flow through it so you know which way
to put it back in. The cleaner comes in a aerosol can and is made by CRC maybe others too?
You can find it at any decent auto parts store. Just be sure to follow the directions on the can to
a "T". And don't let the little red hose on the can contact any part of the MAF sensor. Good
Luck, John :shades:. Turns out my whining noise and the feeling that I was driving on
under-inflated tires or that car would not shift to 4th gear was NOT a transmission problem. My
local BP garage mechanic put the computer on it, found no transmission codes or anything else

wrong with the engine. He said I had a bad wheel bearing. He replaced it and now the Venture
drives like new with 70, miles on it! My clue that they were on the right track was when I was
driving to put the car in Neutral and let it coast and it still dragged. To me that meant it must not
be a trans problem. I have a Venture and I had that problem and throwing diferant types of
codes. The mechanic I used to work for had me take the mass airflow sensor off and clean it
with throtle body cleaner spray and a Q tip. Make sure all the stuff is off the wires then put it
back together. Worked good for me. No running problems or anything for a while. But my tranny
is acting wierd it whines shift hard sometimes and now shudders, I have to let is set when I start
it cold bfore it will move. A couple of days ago I ran over a backpack blower that fell off
someones truck. I immediately lost automatic shifting ability and later all ability to move. I found
that my transmission line was snapped and pulled out. I replaced the line and all transmission
fluid and oil. I was told by the chevy dealer that I would not need any pressure on the line for the
transmission to reengage. After I replaced it it still fails to engage let alone shift into any gears
including R. Anyone have advice for a person trying to save a buck. I would like to ask if
anybody has experienced this on their venture and if they have an answer. If the fluid levl is not
full then its an internal transmission problem Low fluid level can cause all of these complaints.
The shift lever moves freely without any resistance but it does not shift the gears. The
transmission is presently in reverse and I can not shift the gears at all. Someone told me its a
linkage problem but I have no idea what that means. I have read all the posts in this forum and it
sounds like the problem with my Venture is the pressure control solenoid in the transmission. I
will try cleaning the MAF first to see if that helps at all. My Venture is shifting roughly. I have
had the transmission flushed and added some cleaner Sea Foam brand. It seemed to do the
trick for a while. But the improvement only lasted a week or so. Now the jerky shifting is back
and it appears to be gradually getting worse. I just have a couple of questions. I have not
noticed a whine other than the power steering whine that many have mentioned here. Will the
pressure control solenoid be bad without making the whining noise? My second question is Is it
hard to get to the pressure control solenoid? Mine at K is starting to act up. When you shut
down for 10 seconds or more does it correct the shifting??? I know I need a new one but I don't
know whats its properly called. I only want to replace what is really necessary. Chevy Venture
Let me know if your mechanic figured it out. February My daughter parked her Venture at work,
when she went to leave no transmission at all. I checked and the shift lever is moving on top of
trans and rod into trans seems to be turning shift linkage moving arm and rod never had one fail
like this? August edited August My Venture has been doing this for years. I've taken to different
mechanics and nothing has stopped it. Odd that so many people have this problem and they
cant fix it. Why turning the car off for 10 seconds makes it stop is bizzare, but it only works for a
while. It drives me crazy. On round 2 of the transmission rebuild. Word from the shop is that
everyting mechanical has been rep
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laced. Now they are hunting an electrical problem. The symptoms are the well known
transmission whine, hard shifts, stop, turn the engine off and wait a minute and it runs fine.
They have replaced the PCM during the rebuild. Any suggestions what to do next. Perhaps the
PCS was bad on the new unit? Thanks for the help. I have a venture and seems to be having
problems with trans. While driving it sounds as if there is a strain on the engine it shifts into
gears but continue with that dragging sound as if it has not shift into another gear. Sometimes it
wants to shut off and it accelerate high when I am driving slow or if I am idling. Even if I put the
van into neutral it still does the same. Please help! Did you ever figure out what was going on?
My Venture is doing the same thing. The guy next door is a mechanic, hooked it up to the
computer and he told me it's the pretty control solenoid. Said no thanks and took it home. I may
just take it to the dealer. Sign In or Register to comment.

